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the process by which it carries out its function. In a binding, but will also further his or her appreciation of
world in which the sequencing of entire genomes, the some of the more complicated influences on protein
structural elucidation of massive, multicomponent com- interactions such as allostery, avidity, cooperativity, and
plexes such as the ribosome, and the identification of plasticity throughout the affinity spectrum and their
the proteins involved in every protein-protein interaction involvement in the mechanistic roles of these proteins.
in an entire organism have become feasible, utilization The introductory chapters are indispensable as
of all of this information will increasingly depend on the guides to common factors observed in protein-protein
succint definition of the biochemical requirements for interactions, and each review chapter is well written and
protein complex formation. well referenced, representing excellent platforms for fur-
Colin Kleanthous certainly understands the increasing ther investigation to each of their respective classes of
importance of protein-protein interactions and has as- proteins. It is the collection of the parts, however, that
sembled an excellent and timely book on the subject. produces a book more valuable than their sum, one that
The book begins with two introductory chapters that will prove helpful to many a protein biochemist. While
deal, in turn, with the thermodynamics and kinetics of Protein-Protein Recognition will serve as an exceptional
protein interactions and the structural basis for protein sourcebook for its subject for some time to come, we
recognition. Kinetics and thermodynamics are pre- hope, and expect, that our understanding of the rules
sented here from a truly biological viewpoint. This is not that govern protein-protein interactions will progress to
the formal language of the physical chemistry textbook the point that shifts the balance of chapters toward
collecting dust on your bookshelf, but instead is a more those defining the common characteristics of these re-
practical treatment of the subject and highly reflective actions and away from those that serve as reviews of
of the reality of collecting and making sense of the ki- particular classes of proteins.
netic and thermodynamic data pertinent to biological
systems. The first chapter by Janin is exceptional as Eric J. Sundberg and Roy A. Mariuzza
an introduction to anyone interested in the energetic Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology
quantification of biological interactions and would lend University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute
itself well to graduate courses dealing with macromolec- Rockville, Maryland 20850
ular association. The second chapter by Jones and
Thornton concerns itself with the generalities of protein
interfaces, including their size, shape, complementarity,
hydrophobicity, and polarity. Description of these inter- An All Too Visible Adversary
face attributes for a variety of protein complexes is fol-
lowed by a brief review of current work in predicting the
surfaces of proteins that are involved in protein-protein The Invisible Enemy: A Natural History
interfaces, which serves to tie them together nicely. of Viruses
The remainder of the book is devoted to a series of By Dorothy H. Crawford
chapters concerning different classes of proteins. Each Oxford: Oxford University Press (2000). 275 pp. $25.00
of these chapters serves as a concise and illuminating
review of the proteins and protein-protein interactions
inherent to electron transfer (Mathews, Mauk, and
By the time this review appears, the pyres currentlyMoore), integrin (Humphries and Liddington), antibody-
burning across the UK will, hopefully, be declining andantigen (Braden and Poljak), MHC-T cell receptor (Daf-
Britain will be emerging from the latest of its bouts offron and Lesk), signal transduction (Hyvonen, Begun,
livestock infection and health scares. The recent epi-and Blundell), and protease (Laskowski, Qasim and Lu)
demic of foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV) infectionand nuclease (Kleanthous and Pommer) inhibitor com-
of cattle, sheep, and pigs, which by mid-April saw moreplexes. By themselves, the review chapters are not so
than 1 million animals slaughtered, paralyzed regions ofdifferent than detailed reviews found in any number of
the British countryside, destroyed agricultural and ruraljournals. The collective power of these reviews, how-
businesses, and cost the taxpayer untold millions. Itever, comes not only from their assembly together in one
also served to again emphasize our fragile relationshiptext, but also from their clever arrangement according to
with viral pathogens and the huge economic and emo-the affinities of the protein complexes they describe,
tional burden these agents impose on our societies. Thefrom millimolar to femtomolar. Thus, the book describes
view has been expressed that this particular incident isprotein-protein interactions along the entire affinity
further evidence of declining standards in British agricul-spectrum relevant to biological systems. Just as pro-
ture driven by the persistent demand for cheap food.teins come together to form complexes that carry out
While the rapid dissemination of the virus may well havethe necessary functions of the cell, the collection of
been encouraged by the way we choose to traffic andreview chapters in Protein-Protein Recognition come
kill our domestic farm animals, it is undoubtedly thetogether to paint a tableau of recurring themes that are
case that these sorts of epidemics are likely to occur,imperative to the understanding of complex formation
and with increasing frequency, when large populationsby proteins. While at first glance the review chapters
of susceptible hosts are available for infection. Indeedmay appear to lack a certain coherency, a complete
epidemics and pandemics of one virus or another inreading of them creates a synergistic effect. Not only
humans, or our crops and livestock, seem to be on thewill the reader better understand the interplay between
increase. Perhaps this is not too surprising given thethe different types of chemical interactions in protein
interfaces with the kinetics and thermodynamics of nature of the social existence we have developed for
Cell
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ourselves. While the emergence of infections such as trated, and some of the few figures that are included
smallpox has been linked to the development of the better explained. Even the novels of B.B. Jorden manage
first numerically significant human communities, there to include a few drawings to illustrate, for example, the
seems to be little indication that these or other virus life cycle of the fictitious Eke virus.
infections have inhibited our desire to develop ever I also found some aspects of the text annoying. A few
larger, more densely populated and inter-linked commu- basic errors should have been caught, and figures on
nities. One only has to take a rush hour ride on a London the incidence of HIV infection are at odds with UNAIDS/
Underground train to be in viral heaven—in some re- WHO estimates. But perhaps more irksome is the view
spects it’s remarkable that some form of virulent agent prominent early in the book that virus evolution has been
has not taken advantage of this tremendous potential driven by some malign influence. This clearly does not
for transmission. fit with many situations in which viruses exist in well-
Perhaps the fact that our communities and habits adapted harmony with a host—the devastating emer-
provide such obvious opportunities for infectious agents gence of a virus often being due to some perturbation of
can be ascribed to a general lack of appreciation for such an arrangement. As far as humankind is concerned,
the nature of these organisms and how they operate. such perturbations are often a direct consequence of
As Dorothy H. Crawford points out at the beginning of our own challenge to biological or territorial boundaries.
this book, the popular press frequently confuse viral, As Crawford and others point out, the possible use of
bacterial, and cellular pathogens using the moniker pig organs containing endogenous retroviruses for
“bugs” and giving the impression that all infections can transplantation is a cause for concern. It is likely that
be treated with a good dose of antibiotic. With a view novel human viral pathogens will continue to emerge.
to providing some remedy for this situation, Crawford Whether these will derive from pigs or some other unex-
has written a short text for nonbiologists that addresses pected source remains to be seen.
what viruses are, how they differ from other infectious Nevertheless, someone wishing to gain a basic under-
agents, why epidemics emerge, how we can prevent standing of virology will do well to read this book. Per-
certain virus infections, and the reasons it has proven haps a few copies should be placed around the House
so difficult to fight others. This book offers little to those of Commons. It should be very clear after the events of
familiar with viruses, but it’s an easy read for the nonspe- the last few weeks and months that effective research
cialist and for those without a scientific background. Of might have gone some way to averting or alleviating the
course, a book of this size is not all embracing. It does problems and costs associated with the current FMDV
not attempt to cover all viruses that directly or indirectly epidemic.
affect us, nor does it cover all aspects of the infection
and pathogenesis of the viruses that are discussed. It Mark Marsh
does tend to focus on viruses that have been at the MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology
forefront of public attention. HIV, influenza, Epstein-Barr University College London
(the author’s own favorite), Herpes, polio, and the prion Gower Street
agents responsible for spongiform encephalopathies in- London WC1E 6BT
cluding BSE are all featured, as are frighteners such as United Kingdom
Ebola and Hanta virus.
Accessibility is perhaps the most important aspect of
this book. Many of the non-textbooks appearing in this
field recently have been sensational novels that set out Cellular Brake Pad Inspection
a nightmare scenario based loosely on something like
Ebola virus, but provide little insight into the biology of
this agent or any other virus. By contrast, tomes such
Tumor Suppressor Genes in Human Canceras Laurie Garrett’s The Coming Plague and Ed Hooper’s
Edited by D.E. FisherThe River, though detailed in the extreme, are mean
Totowa, NJ: Humana Press (2001). 386 pp. $125.00door stops not readily accessible to unqualified readers.
What the field really needs is a Hawkin or Jones to strike
the right popular cords. Though Crawford makes a good
The research field that focuses its attention on tumortry and in some respects succeeds, I can’t see this
suppressor genes (TSGs) is now about two decadesvolume becoming virology’s A Brief History of Time.
old. At present, it is in a period of consolidation, mostOne aspect that is disappointing is the illustrations.
of the major breakthroughs having been made in the lateThe only pictures of viruses are a few negative stain
1980s and early 1990s. Despite age and the pretenses ofelectron micrographs. The crystal structures that are
maturity, there is still little consensus as to what a TSG is.now available for many viruses, including FMDV, to-
Taking the broadest view, some would propose thatgether with images from cryo-, and more conventional
it is a gene whose product militates in some fashionthin section, electron microscopy are truly remarkable.
against the appearance of a tumor. Others propose thatA selection of these could have been used to both illus-
these cancer-antagonizing genes really fall into two ma-trate and give some sense that these agents are of
jor categories that are determined by function: genesinherent interest in their own rights. It should not be
that negatively regulate cell proliferation (including pro-forgotten that much of modern molecular genetics and
apoptotic genes) and those that act positively to main-cell biology is based on work with viruses. Viral struc-
tures and life cycles could also have been better illus- tain the integrity of the genome. In one nomenclature,
